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Fullback Dane Todd
On being called "Coach Todd" by the Nebraska I-Backs
"Coach Jordan just always has called me that this season so it's stuck with the I-backs.  I assume it's just because I 
know what's going on.  I'm not afraid to tell them when they make a mistake and they aren't afraid to tell me.  It could 
go for any one of us at this point."

On his touchdown catch
"It was kind of a belly catch.  It's taken me about fi ve years to get a touchdown fi nally.  It was something that Zac 
(Taylor) wanted to get me by the end of the year.  I was a little surprised.  I fi gured we'd run the ball down there like we 
normally do, but I'm happy I got it.  It happens so infrequently that I can't imagine anyone is every prepared for it."

On his blocking
"That's what I came here to do in the fi rst place.  I came here as a blocking fullback and it just so happens that every 
now and then they throw me a ball."

On his improvement from last season
"I feel like I've improved.  I've added a little bit of weight and some strength through the strength and conditioning 
program here and it's really helped.  My reads are better and I'm just quicker out there on the fi eld."

On blocking for Nebraska's variety of I-Backs
"I block the same on every single play.  I count on these guys to make plays.  That's what they came here to do.  My 
blocking doesn't affect their running.  I count on them to make big plays for me.  They all run hard, they all make plays, 
they are all big, strong guys."

Wide Receiver Maurice Purify
On playing USC
"It's going to be really exciting.  It's going to be real good to be back there.  A lot of my family is going to be there and 
it's going to be a lot of fun.  I just want to get into the game and get a lot of catches and a lot of touchdowns."

On Quarterback Zac Taylor's accuracy
"He's always accurate.  He pretty much always has us in the right plays and always reads the plays right.  He's always 
pretty accurate."

On how far he has improved since coming to Nebraska
"I've come real far.  I use to leave the huddle and not really know what I was supposed to do, but now I leave it and I 
know what I'm doing when I'm in.  I'm getting more and more involved every week.  They put me in a few more plays 
every week and a couple more formations."

On his touchdown
"When I was lining up, I could hear Coach Gilmore saying 'Run his technique down.  Run his technique down.' So I 
ran his technique down and then faded out and got over the top of him.  The ball was a little short, but it got over his 
hands so it was high enough for me to get to, so I just caught it and walked it in."

Tight End Matt Herian
On the offense's performance
"We came out right away and started off fast.  That's one of our goals for every game.  We kind of started off slow last 
week and this week we came out the fi rst couple drives and scored both times.  So we're pretty happy with that and 
we've just got to keep it going."

On the magnitude of Nebraska's game against USC
"Every game is a big game.  Every week we come out and play we have to get better.  This game today was a big 
game and next week will be another big game as well."


